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The operation of the VTvTTRON electrostatic accelerator designed since 1981 and under construction at the CRN
since 1985 needs a dedicated process control set up. The study and design of this control system started in 1987. The
electrostatic accelerators are rarely operated by a modern control system. So little knowledge is available in this field.
The timing problems are generally weak but the Vivitron specific structure, with seven porticos in the tank and
sophisticated beam handling in the terminal, imposes control equipment inside the tank under extreme severe
conditions. Several steps are necessary to achieve the full size control system. Some tests in the MP used as a pilot
machine supplied practical information about surrounding accelerator conditions inside the tank. They also provided
better knowledge of the beam behavior, especially inside the accelerator tube.

THE VIVTTRON

The Vivitron is a Van de Graaff Tandem
accelerator under construction at the Centre de
Recherches Nucléaires of Strasbourg / France
[Fig. I]. Some new ideas and features in the
design of Michel Letournel should enable to
reach a 35 MV terminal voltage. The tank is
51 m long and has 8.4 m in diameter in the
center. The insulating gas is SF6 at 11 bars. The
terminal electrode, in the center of the machine,
has a diameter of 1.4 m and 9 tube sections are
located on each side. The internal column
structure is made by an epoxy - fiber glass
insulating assembly, supported by 248 insulated
epoxy posts. They constitute the mechanical
structure of the machine, together with the
discrete electrodes. Seven porticos assemble
these electrodes. The charging system is a belt
running close to the tube at a speed of 10 m/s.

This new design achieves a better electrical
field homogeneity and locates the stored
electrostatic energy (440 kJ) in order to
dissipate mainly outside the column, far from
the sensitive components. The longitudinal field
is about 1.7 MV/m and the radial field about
10MV/m.

The performances depend on the choice of
stripper (gas, foil or a combination of two of
them). The energy goes from 20 MeV/A for the
light ions to 5 MeV/A for the heavy ions. The
expected intensity reaches 1012 pps for the light
ions to 109 pps for heavy ions.

The first voltage tests should start in the
early 1990.

THE VIVITRON PROCESS CONTROL

The specific problems

A data base has been implemented in order
to define the process. According to this data
base, unlike most of the other machines, more
than half of the 1000 process parameters of the
Vivitron are located in the accelerator tank at
DC voltage levels between 0 and 35 MV, and in
the injector.

The parameters have to be controlled by
equipments which are highly stressed by their
physical environment. The problem of
protecting electronic devices against the
surrounding stress inside an accelerating vessel
is rather tricky. The design of these protections
should achieve EMC in order to avoid
equipment damage during 35 MV breakdown
flashes of energy up to 440 kJ. Moreover, the
equipments and the data links are stressed by
the electrostatic field (1.7 to 10 MV/m), the
X-rays, the vacuum, and the SF6 gas pressure of
up to 11 bars.

The tests in the MP used as a pilot
machine

An equipment box has been designed, built
and fitted inside the MP terminal for different
kinds of measurements and commands in
accelerator conditions in order to check the
shielding and protection philosophy for our
equipments, the data transmission media, the
power supply and so on. This electronic crate is



Figure 1: The Vivitron accelerator.

floating at DC voltages of up to 17 MV. It
contains the own-built single Europe electronic
modules as well as the low and high voltage DC
power supplies. This crate is operated by non
conductive power supply and communication
links. Whereas the power is fed by means of
insulated belt activated AC generators, the data
links use optical fibers and a home defined
protocol. Optical tank cross over have been
designed in order to limit optical transmission
loss and meet the pressure and vacuum
requirements inside the tank.

This low level control system operates two
Faraday cups, measures the beam current with
0.1 nA maximum resolution in a range of
-25 \iA to +25|iA and measures the vacuum in
the accelerating tube in a range of 109 to
5.10-3 hPa or 7,5.1010 to 3,75.1O3 torr with an
accuracy of 0.4% full range. Some other
parameters like equipment temperature and
power supply voltage are also registered in
order to evaluate the electronic stress.

The equipment box is controlled from the
ground level by a Macintosh microcomputer
through its serial high speed port. A real time
software has been developed to read and to
drive the hardware peripheral interfaces, to
control the serial data link, to display the
graphic and alphanumeric information on the
screen, and to handle with the mouse selections.

After more than one year and hundreds of

flashes up to 17 MV, we register no
transmission failure, no measurement
disturbance during flashes, no optical fibers
failure, and only few electronic failures.

The specific developments

In a standard electrostatic accelerator, the
terminal voltage is measured by a Generator
Volt Meter (GVM) which registers the electric
field along the tank at ground level. Calibration
is done with the beam. In the Vivitron, the
internal electrode structure occults the field in
the different parts of the machine. Thus, the
terminal voltage is given by the sum of all the
inter-electrode voltages. As no power supply is
available on each electrode to operate a GVM in
the first step, the only way to know the terminal
voltage is to measure the current along the
calibrated resistor chains in each section.

No standard device is able to measure JJA at
floating high voltage. So, starting from an
original Munich design, we developed a
powerless current measurement device for the
Vivitron. The information is fed to the outside
ground level by an optical plastic fiber. A single
Europe VME module achieves the data
acquisition under control of software running
on a Macintosh II in the first step. The
measurement range goes from 1 ]xA to 1 raA
with an accuracy of about ±1%.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the Process Control.

The structure of the Vivitron control.

The control parameters are spread over a
large geographic area. A multi-level structure,
based on optical LANs, will be implemented in
order to achieve the throughput, the loop time
delay, the topology and the operator interface.
The full size set-up is represented on Fig. 2.

Level 3 crates are in charge of the field
equipment I/O interfaces, the handling,
switching and buffering of the I/O data and the
low speed communication interface and
protocol. AU these field equipment crates are
star connected together with level 2
concentrators by mean of optical plastic fiber
links.

The number of crates on this level is
generally given by the amount of interfaces to
be fitted inside and by the geographic distance
between the parameters. In our case, this is true
for half of the parameters, i.e. those located at

the ground level. For the other half, one crate is
necessary for each electrical level different from
the ground. The small space available in some
dead sections imposes the choice of a small
scaled bus crate.

Level 2 concentrators achieve low speed
communication with the level 3 and high speed
communication with the level 1 by mean of a
LAN.

Level 1 includes the operator interface, the
LAN interface, the real time process controller
handling the mass storage and the data base.
These components are not completely defined
yet but will be based on classical workstations
cluster.

As the behavior of this new process is not
well-known, no automation is required for the
first step. The operator interface and the data
switching will be dominant. Later, processing
power will grow from level 1 to level 2 and 3.



STATUS

During its two first years of activity on the
Vivitron project, the control team has been
mainly involved in new equipment design,
shielding, protection and communication tests
in the MP. So the full size control system will
be late for the first tests.

The first Vivitron voltage tests starting soon,
we had to take the following decisions in order
to solve the immediate problems. All the
currents inside the tank are measured by the
previously mentioned devices. No crate will be
located inside the tank. Two level 3 Single
Europe VME crates are on the ground level, one
on each end of the machine. They communicate
with the level 2 by two serial opto links. Level 2
is constituted by a VME crate. They run all
under OS9 real time operating system for this
first step. As the control of these tests is made

near the machine, communication between level
2 and level 1 is made by a NuBUS - VME
Micron parallel interface. Level 1 is a
Macintosh II which achieves process control
and operator interface with multi - screen
display.

CONCLUSION

The control system of the Vivitron reveals
some particular aspects. One of these concerns
the high physical stress applied to the
equipments inside the accelerating tank and
requires specific developments. Good
experience has been gained in this field with the
MP tests but standard elements of the process
control are late. They will be provided by the
industry. To start the voltage tests of the
Vivitron soon, temporary but future oriented
control equipments are set around the machine.
The full size control set up can then go on.
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